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I am a star fallen from the 
blue tent upon the green carpet. 

Khalil Gibran

A

B

C D

E

FROM THE COVER: 
FRENCH BETTY DRESS Hotsy-Totsy! Design elements include a notched 
shirt collar, novelty buttons and a nifty fabric belt for the perfect fit.  Cotton.  
Blue/White. XS–XXL $108  W1–W2 $118 

A. GRETA PORCH DRESS A stunning array of blooms on a beautiful blue 
ground. Light gathers below the waist enhance a flowing silhouette, self 
fabric ties ensure the perfect fit. Cotton. Blue. XS–XXL $88 

B. VIVIAN TABLECLOTH Tried and true recipes are the tastiest, and these 
bleached blues paired with subtle shades of sage create a pallet that’s simply 
irresistible.  Cotton. Ecru. 36x36” $26 54x54” $39  60x90” $59  60x108” $89 
(shown with Marielle’s Embroidered Cushion in Ecru  $39 & Cora’s Crochet 
Trim Napkin Set in Blue  $29)

C. PORCELAIN PORCH DRESS A fabulous new print featuring retro 
cutout flowers against a background of hand drawn dots. An adorable shape 
highlighted by elegant lines, pretty pleats and practical pockets!    
Cotton . Blue/Ecru. XS–XXL  $98

D. PROVENCE COUSIN DRESS Super soft cotton gingham combines with 
a signature plaid in a darling shape! Gathered below the waist for a free 
flowing silhouette.  Cotton .  Blue/Yellow. XS–XXL  $118

E. AVIGNON DRESS Crisp cool cotton in a provincial inspired design- the 
perfect summer dress for stealing the thunder from the 4th of July!   
Cotton . Ecru. XS–XXL  $118

style notes
- one of April’s signature prints!

- tieback for a flattering fit

- contrast trim neckline

style notes
- a classic cotton  

April Cornell print

- more sizes available!
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style notes
- ruched bodice

- layered skirt

- scads of crochet!

- today’s vintage style

tables set with color radiate joy!

special occasion
A. ROMANCE DRESS Whisk us off our feet, far, far from 
the commonplace. Delicate lace trims mingle with timeless 
touches and create an unforgettably feminine form.  
Cotton.  Pink. XS–XXL  $128

B. ROMANCE JACKET Textured cotton ideally weighted 
for warding off seasonal chills (and inviting compliments!)- 
Design elements include attached sash patch pockets and 
polished mother of pearl buttons. Cotton. Pink. XS–XXL  
$118

C. LOVELY DRESS A signature floral in petal soft pinks and 
mouth watering ecru. Crossover neckline and asymmetrical 
hem ensure a flattering silhouette. Cotton. Ecru. XS–XXL 
$158 
 
D. VIVIAN TABLECLOTH Hand crafted roses inspired by 
French textiles and elegant Victorian aesthetic find fertile 
ground in signature sage. Cotton. Sage. 36x36” $26 54x54” 
$39  60x90” $59 60x108” $89 88” Round $89 (shown with 
Vivian Napkins $29 & Love Letter Patchwork Tea Cozy $14)

E. ANGELIC EMBROIDERED TABLECLOTH Top your 
table with old-fashioned elegance! Embroidered border 
and an artfully embellished flounce infuse your home with 
unparalleled beauty (and a touch of romance!).   
Nylon/Cotton 54x54” $98  60x90” $129 80” round $119

style notes
- more sizes available!

- embroidered net topper 
adds a touch of romance

A

A

C

E

B

D

style notes
- more sizes available!

- embroidered net topper 
adds a touch of romance
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A. DELICIA CAMISOLE A classic camisole replete with 
the beautiful details we love; tone on tone embroidery, 
tiny tuxedo pleats and an assortment of exquisite trims.  
Cotton. White. XS–XXL $68 

B. LOVELY SKIRT A pink hued floral takes blooms on this 
delicate style made in petal soft cotton. Styled with a faux 
front button opening and a deliciously feminine prairie 
flounce.  Cotton. Ecru. XS–XXL $98 

C. ANNALOUISE DRESS A signature floral in sun kissed 
pinks and mouth watering ecru. Crossover neckline and 
asymmetrical hem ensure a flattering silhouette.   
Cotton.  Ecru. XS–XXL $158(shown with Luxurious Linen 
Tablecloth in Linen $89-$159)

D. ANNA LONG COVER-UP Light as a feather, our 
classic terry voile cover-up is tailor made to layer over all 
the pretty dresses in the collection. Beach ready beautiful!    
Cotton/Rayon.  White. XS–XXL $68  W1–W2 $78

E. MARIELLE DRESS A taste of old fashioned romance. 
These pink flower dreams live in cotton embellished with 
exquisite lace.  Rayon. Pink. XS–XXL $138 W1–W2 $148

A

C

E

C

B

D WW

style notes
- fully pleated bodice

- cotton crochet lace  
on collar & sleeve

- beautifully  
flattering drape
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A.  GAYLE TUNIC  Every day elegance from April Cornell.  
Feather light self striped cotton, exquisite tone on tone 
embroidery, and mini agoya shell buttons for an added splash of 
sparkle.  Cotton.  White. XS–XXL $78 

B.  DELILAH BLOUSE Classic, timeless, stunning.  All the bells 
and whistles in a design that’s overflowing with magnificent 
detail.  Expert craftsmanship blends delicate touches and 
exquisite embroideries in a seamless fashion.    
Cotton. White. XS–XXL $74

C. POLKA DOTTIE PANT Love Love Love this lightweight twill 
fabric! The Polka Dottie pant boasts a tapered design that’s just 
as comfortable as it is easy (crafted with a splash of flexible Lycra 
for the perfect amount of stretch) and savors the special feminine 
flair of nifty 50’s era polka dots.   
Cotton/Poly/Spandex.  Coral. Blue. 28-33 $89

D.  ANNALOUISE TURBAN Fifties inspired headscarves 
channel glamorous style and embody a sophisticated aesthetic.  
They are one size fits all and designed with an enclosed elastic at 
the back for a comfy fit. Cotton. Ecru. OS $29

E.  GEORGIA COUSIN DRESS  Super soft cotton gingham 
combines with a signature print in a darling shape.  Gathered 
below the waist for a free flowing silhouette.    
Cotton.  Multi. XS–XXL $108

      F.  GLORIOUS GARDEN LAYERED TABLE SET Layers 
of love is signature April, combined and curated just for you! 
Included in this set is: Ming Coral Round Tablecloth, Greta 
Garden Breakfast Cloth, Sophia Embroidered Topper Cloth & 
Ming Coral Napkins ($264 Sold Seperately) Special Bundle 
Price! $220 (shown with Ming Cushion Cover  $22 & Greta’s 
Garden Crochet Cushion Cover $22, Cushion filler sold separately)

kindred  
spirits

style notes
- delicately embroidered 
blouses with inset laces

- Favorite Polka Dottie 
pant with lots of stretch!

A
C C

E

B

D

F
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A. WANDERER JACKET A jacket for the discriminating 
sort. Sophisticated and casual, presenting a stunning 
silhouette shaped by alluring lines in a versatile color 
enhanced by agoya shell buttons.   
Cotton/Linen. Washed Blue. XS–XXL $138

B. INDIGO PLEATED CAMISOLE Ancient indigo and 
ripened plum in a hand drawn design that captivates 
my spirit in indescribable ways. Subtle details and 
magnificent craftsmanship. Cotton. Indigo.  
XS–XXL $58

C. VAGABOND JEAN The  Vagabond Jean is classic 
denim destined to be a fall favorite. Signature print 
inside the waistband- and coin pocket as well. Made 
with spandex for a comfortable fit.   
Cotton/Poly/Spandex.  Dark Denim. 28-33 $89

D. INDIGO WILDFLOWER BLOUSE Tops like this are 
true textile treasures. Shades of beautiful blue belie 
artistry in it’s most versatile form. Alluring crossover 
neckline, flattering shape.  Cotton. Indigo.  
XS–XXL $78 W1–W2 $88

E. INDIGO WRAP JACKET Generations of masterful 
craftsmanship serve to create timeless designs. The 
unique crossover style makes for a flattering silhouette 
that can be worn as a dress (with boots!) or open as a 
gorgeous jacket.  Cotton. Indigo. XS–XXL $138 

F. POMEGRANATE FLOWER TUNIC Our eyes absorb 
the color and we sense a craft honed by generations of 
artisans. Hand blocked patterns composed of natural 
dyes in an alluring form with gold bead accents.   
Cotton. Red. XS–XXL $78

natural fabrics in soulful, sun faded hues
A
B

B

C

D

F

EW

style notes
- made with all natural 

vegetable dyes

- every piece is unique
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A. ROSALIE TUNIC Sumptuous blooms 
of purple, plum and amethyst are 
mesmerizing as absorbed by the depth of 
this teal treated ground. Pair with leggings 
for a stunning outfit.  Cotton/Rayon. Teal. 
XS–XXL $98 W1–W2 $108 (shown with 
Tapestry Leggings p. 14-15 ) 

B. MARISOL BLOUSE Silky self stripe 
cotton, exquisitely embroidered neckline. 
Free flowing silhouette. Cotton. Ecru. 
XS–XXL $88 W1–W2 $98  (shown with 
Tapestry Bell Bottom Leggings p. 14-15 )

C. GOLDEN VINE TUNIC Extra special 
touches are what we’re all about! A 
flattering tunic highlighted by multi toned 
trims, mini metallic buttons and stunning 
embroidered cuffs.  Cotton. Gold. XS–XXL 
$88 W1–W2 $98 (shown with Tapestry 
Leggings p. 14-15 )

D. WATER LILY MARKET BAG Practical 
and sweet, this simple market bag is 
enveloped by one of Aprils favorite 
signature patterns. Durable cotton canvas 
styled with an inside pocket (of course!). 
Cotton. Yellow. OS $26

style notes
- natural dyed,  

hand blocked print

-beautiful  
embellished sleeve

-gold buttons

A
B C

D

W
W W
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A. TAPESTRY BELL BOTTOM LEGGING 
Our classic leggings with a fresh twist! 
Super comfy cotton jersey showcasing a 
fabulous floral embroidery. Pair with our 
timeless tunics or vintage inspired blouses. 
Groovy! Cotton/Spandex. Black. Red. 
XS–XXL $78

B. TAPESTRY LEGGING A ‘must have’ for 
pairing with everything from long tunics 
to cute cami’s and easy tee’s! Embellished 
on the lower leg with a classic April 
embroidery.  Cotton/Spandex. Raspberry, 
White,  Lt. Lilac,  Lt. Periwinkle,  Maize, &  
Lt. Olive. XS–XXL $58 W1–W2 $68

style notes

style notes

- your favorite leggings

- unique embroidery 

- the perfect fit

- bell bottom flares

- a flattering silhouette

- embroidered detail

W W

W W W

A

A

B B B

B B B

versatile leggings are the ‘cats meow’!
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A. BEAUTIFUL BLOOMS 
TABLECLOTH An inspired floral in the 
gentlest of spring palettes. Watercolor 
effect showcases light purples, 
soothing pinks and complementary 
earth tones.  Cotton . 54x54” $79  
60x90” $109 

B. LOVELY TUNIC  A delightful 
everyday garment of uncommonly 
feminine design, gorgeous tonal trim 
and fabulous prairie flounces.   Cotton.  
Ecru. XS–XXL $78  (shown with 
Tapestry Leggings p. 14-15 ) 

C. HUMMINGBIRD TABLECLOTH 
If you love these magical birds (as I 
do) you should come visit the verdant 
jungles of Panama, where 59 unique 
species commingle in awe inspiring 
fashion. 54x54” $79  60x90” $109 

style notes
- feminine flounce on sleeve & hem

-  crochet detail on neckline & placket

A

B

C

small batch  
craftsmanship 

from a woman run, 
woman owned  

company

Name

Street

City          State  Zip

Email   

Phone (required)

  ITEM NAME                 SIZE              COLOR                         QTY     PRICE EACH ITEM                                           TOTAL

 

PAYMENT METHOD:               American Express    Master Card        VISA                DISCOVER                    CHECK/MONEY ORDER (see below) 
   

 

Card Number                                          

 

*Security #                                        Exp. Date (mm/yy)  
      

/

SIGNATURE FOR ALL CHARGES

I’ve enclosed a check or money order for... 
$____________________ 
No C.O.D. please.

 — APRIL CORNELL ORDER FORM — 

Standard shipping & handling rates: Contiguous United States

Merchandise Total
Delivery In
0–25.00
25.01–50.00
50.01–100.00
100.01–150.00
150.01–200.00
200.01–300.00
300.01-400.00
400.01 or more

*For standard shipping & handling rates to Alaska, Hawaii and Puerto Rico, please visit our website.

Lowest cost via Surepost 
4-9 Business Days
$6.70
$8.70
$12.45
$16.45
$19.45
$22.45
$26.35
FREE

Standard Cost via UPS 
2-6 Business Days
$9.70
$11.70
$15.45
$19.45
$22.45
$25.45
$29.35
$32.35

Two-Day Air
2 Business Days
$21.70
$23.70
$27.45
$31.45
$34.45
$37.35
$41.35
$44.35

Next Day Air
1 Business Day
$26.70
$28.70
$32.45
$36.45
$39.45
$42.35
$46.35
$49.35

*     The 3-digit number is located on the back of the card at the end of the signature line. 
       AMEX 4-digit number is located on the front of the card above the card number. 
**   Add in local taxes if applicable.  

Size
Chest
Waist
Hip

Ladies Collection

6-8/XS
34-36
27-28 
36-37

8-10/S
36-38
29-30 
38-39

10-12/M
38-40
31-32 
40-41

12-14/L
40-42
33-34 
42-43

14-16/XL
42-44
35-36 
44-45

16-18/XXL
44-46
37-38
46-47

Women’s Plus Size Collection 

Size
Chest
Waist
Hip

18-20/W1
48-50
41-42
50-51 

20-22/W2
52-54
45-46 
54-55

W

* Actual garments measure slightly larger. 
* All sizing based on US sizing & measured in inches. 

        indicates plus size

2
2-3 years
22-24
21.5 or 22.5 
23

3/4
4-5 years
24-26
24.5 or 27 
27.5

5/6
6-7 years
26-28
28 or 30.5 
31

7/8
8-9 years
28-30
32 or 34.5 
35

9/10
10-11 years
30-32
33 or 35.5  
36

11/12
12-13 years
32-34
34 or 36.5 
37

Girls Collection 

Size 
Age 
Chest 
Dress Length 
Petticoats

SHIPPING COST (see chart) free shipping on orders over $150

SALES TAX   
(if applicable)

** Add 5.5% in ME 
** Add 6.35% in CT
** Add 7% in GA & NC 
** Add 7% in NJ & VT (linens only)
** Add 8.25 in TX
** Add 8.5% in WA
** Add 8.75% in CA & NY

ORDER TOTAL

NEED HELP PLACING AN ORDER? 
 
Online or By Phone Visit us online at www.aprilcornell.com or give 
us a call at 888-332-7745 (Monday – Friday: 8:30am – 9:00pm EDT). 
 

Live Chat Visit us online at www.aprilcornell.com and click the  
live chat button! If we’re not there, you can leave us a message. 
 

By Mail Send this form with personal information including credit card 
information, check or money order to: 

April Cornell 
131 Battery Street 
Burlington, VT 05401

Shipping Details Free shipping on orders over $150. Use code: 
LOVE18. Offer expires 02-28-2018. Orders ship within 48 hours of order 
placement & we cannot guarantee changes once submitted. Orders do 
not ship on Saturdays, Sundays or holidays.

RETURNS & EXCHANGES 
 
Return Policy Merchandise must be returned unused, unwashed, 
and in original condition with tags attached. Please include packing slip/
receipt or order confirmation. If packing slip or order confirmation is not 
available, please provide your name and contact information on a piece 
of paper with your return. If merchandise is damaged or has a quality 
issue, please contact Customer Service at 888-332-7745 before returning. 
Please allow 2-3 weeks to process your return. 
 
Current Seasons Items Current Season merchandise returned 
within 30 days of receipt for a full refund of the purchase price, to the 
original form of payment used. 
 
Exchanges Send item(s) within 30 days of receipt to April Cornell 
Returns, 131 Battery Street, Burlington, VT 05401. Please include the 
bottom portion of the packing slip with the item and indicate the 
item number, description and size (if applicable) of item you would 
like to exchange.
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Harshness vanished  
a sudden softness

has replaced the meadows’ 
wintry grey. 

Rainer Maria Rilke

A. INDIGO DANCE TUNIC  A great new shape for the 
season in mouth watering blues and indigo. Classic cotton 
cambric designed with an alluring neckline framed by a 
light ruffle.  Cotton. Indigo. XS–XXL $78 
 (shown with Tapestry Leggings p. 14-15 ) 

B. PROVENCE TUNIC  All the bells and whistles in an 
April design defined by playful elegance. A great style 
showcasing masterful craftsmanship and our prized 
signature fabrics.   Cotton. Blue/Yellow. XS–XXL $98 
(shown with Vagabond Jeans  p. 10 

C. TRANQUILITY TABLECLOTH Indelibly soft, with time 
honored cotton hopsack forming the perfect base from 
which to appreciate the subtle shading and delicate details. 
Cotton. Blue. 48x48”” $36  48x72” $48  

D. CLOUD TUNIC A fingertip length tunic that’s artfully 
styled with an appealing sweetheart neckline cinched by a 
cross stitch detail on the bodice.   
Rayon. Sky. XS–XXL $68 W1–W2 $78 

E. FAVORITE CHINO PANT A cute shape in a sun loving 
colorway! Crisp summer poplin (with a splash of flexible 
Lycra), presents an attractive style in a comfy cotton 
blend. Trim touches on the inside waistband.  Cotton twill. 
Periwinkle. Pink.  28-33 $89

style notes
- splash dyed cotton tunic

- ladder lace at front pocket

- easy tunic style

A B

C

D

E

W
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A. JULIETTA NIGHTY Enchantingly romantic, the Julietta seems from the pages of a 
‘happily ever after’ fairy tale. Deliciously soft cotton, inset waistband and ties with an extra 
full skirt. Cotton. Petal Pink. XS–XXL $98 

B. BLANCHE NIGHTY Extra special touches and a commitment to quality define our 
classic cotton nighties. Delicate tone on tone embroidery and a lightly scalloped collar on 
the softest cotton ever. Heavenly. Cotton. White. XS–XXL $88 (shown with the Ming Coral 
Quilt $279-$299) 

C. BRONTË NIGHTY A one of a kind creation showcasing a stunning ‘layered tulip’ design 
and delicate flounce sleeves. Wonderful.  Cotton. White. XS–XXL $98

D. GREENHOUSE DRESSING GOWN  A gorgeous mix of April’s original fabrics! Six 
of our favorite cotton creations in a timeless style to make your mornings extra bright! 
Cotton. Mix Match. XS–XXL $118

E. PICNIC PATCHWORK QUILT  Beautiful blues overflowing with easy summertime 
charm! A pretty blend of plaid, embroidery and old fashioned ticking stripes.  Cotton. 
Queen $299 King $329 (shown with Zinnia Bouquet Cushion Cover $24, Picnic Patchwork 
Pillowcase $29) 

F. DUTCH NIGHTY This is it. The delightful cotton, the exquisite embroidery, and a 
commitment to quality and craftsmanship that’s all too rare in today’s marketplace. 
Cotton. White. XS–XXL $78  (shown with the Prairie Yellow Quilt $279-$299) 

style notes
-side ties give a flattering fit

- square neckline  
with crochet lace trim

- the most comfortable,  
double layer cotton gauze

treat yourself at  
the end of the day

A

C

E

D

FB
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A. ARTIST LOFT TUNIC A happy accident of creative 
endeavor, when the artist’s brush leaves traces beyond 
the canvas. Enigmatic, painterly linen draws the eye and 
uplifts the soul. If it’s you, you know it. Linen. Multi. XS–
XXL $148 

B. LILAH LINEN TABLECLOTH  Rich lavender linen 
pens a heartfelt love note whose diffused tones and subtle 
shades conjure elegant settings and a gentle frame of mind.  
Linen. Lavender. 54x54”  $98  60x90”  $149 (shown with 
Lilah Linen Napkin Set of 4  $49 &  Lilah Linen Cushion 
$59) 

C. MICHELLE TUNIC A versatile design transforms the 
everyday in an unforgettable way! Stunning linen in a 
simple form with appealing lines, embellished with a 
signature cutwork lace collar. Linen. White. Pink. XS–XXL 
$108 (shown with Tapestry Leggings p. 14-15 ) 

indulge in 
the luxury 
of linen

style notes
- 100% linen

- lightweight open weave

-tantalizing watercolor wash

A

C

B

C
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GET SOCIAL WITH US

     BLEACH BLUES LAYERED TABLE SET 
Layers of love is signature April, combined 
and curated just for you! Included in this 
set is: Vivian Round Tablecloth, Jamavar 
Breakfast Cloth, Sophia Embroidered 
Topper Cloth & Vivian Napkins ($255 Sold 
Seperately) Special Bundle Price! $220 


